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Abstract 

In this paper we present an analysis of an AltaVista Search 
Engine query log consisting of approximately 1 billion en- 
tries for search requests over a period of six weeks. This 
represents almost 285 million user sessions, each an at tempt  
to fill a single information need. We present an analysis of in- 
dividual queries, query duplication, and query sessions. We 
also present results of a correlation analysis of the log entries, 
studying the interaction of terms within queries. Our data 
supports the conjecture that  web users differ significantly 
from the user assumed in the standard information retrieval 
literature. Specifically, we show that web users type in short 
queries, mostly look at the first 10 results only, and seldom 
modify the query. This suggests that  traditional informa- 
tion retrieval techniques may not work well for answering 
web search requests. The correlation analysis showed that  
the most highly correlated items are constituents of phrases. 
This result indicates it may be useful for search engines to 
consider search terms as parts of phrases even if the user did 
not explicitly specify them as such. 

1 Introduction 

There is a large interest in finding patterns in and computing 
statistics of search engine query logs. However there are very 
few results that  study the query logs of commercial search 
engines. One that does, by Jansen et al. [Jansen et al., 1998], 
studies only 51,000 queries (taken from the query logs of Ex- 
cite), which is a small percentage of the number of queries 
asked on search engines each day. 

Our goal is to study a larger number of search requests, 
collected over the course of several weeks. Such a large data 
set has several advantages. One, because it covers a rel- 
atively large time range, it is less likely to be affected by 
ephemeral trends in querying (such as searches related to a 
new movie being released). For another, the extended time 
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range allows us to identify individuals'  patterns of use. Fi- 
nally, by including all times of day as well as many days, we 
ensure that  input  from the entire world, and not just  that  
portion which is awake during the period the log covers, is 
included in our results. 1 

Most of the questions about web use we choose to answer 
do not differ significantly from questions others have asked 
about query logs. We are interesting in counting statistics 
such as which queries are most common, what is the average 
number of words per query, how many queries are included 
in the average user session, and so on. In addition, however, 
we study correlations between query terms, and also among 
other field values. Thus, we seek to answer questions such 
as, "Do users from the U.S. ask disproportionately about 
basketball?" or, "Do people view particularly many result 
pages when querying about sex?" We believe this is a fertile 
area for research and present first steps in this direction. 

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes 
the AltaVista search environment and query log. Section 3 
and 4 contain the analysis involving single items and the 
correlation analysis respectively. We conclude in Section 5. 

2 The AltaVista Search Environment 

The AltaVista search environment consists of several compo- 
nents that  are important  for analyzing queries: the engine it- 
self, which is accessible from the web page www. a l t a v i s t a ,  com, 
and the query logs, which store information about what 
queries are made to the engine. 

2.1 The AltaVista Search Engine 

AltaVista is based on weighted boolean search. There axe 
two major search modes: simple querying and advanced 
querying. A simple query consists of a collection of words, 
which are ORed together. A pair of operators allows for 
other boolean operations: -word instructs AltaVista to ig- 
nore documents containing word and is thus a NOT opera- 
tor; +word instructs AltaVista to ignore documents not con- 
taining word and is thus an AND operator. The " operator 
is a proximity operator: words within double quotes must 
be adjacent in a document for the document to match the 
query. Quotes are therefore used to enclose phrases. 

We use the term query term to denote a word or a 
quotation-mark-enclosed phrase. 

1Our results, however, cover only the logs of the main AltaVista 
engine and not of mirror sites outside the U.S. 



An advanced query  is more explici t ly boolean.  In ad- 
vanced query  mode,  and, or,  and no t  are in te rpre ted  as 
boolean opera tors  ra ther  than  as search terms.  Advanced  
queries may  also include the  boolean opera tor  near, which 
is a re laxed form of the  " operator :  the  words on ei ther  side 
of n e a r  must  be close - -  bu t  not  necessarily adjacent  - -  in 
a document  for the  document  to ma tch  the  query. 

Both  simple and advanced queries suppor t  web-specific 
operators.  For instance, the  query h o s t  : x x . y y . z z  re turns  
all documents  found on the  machine  xx.yy.zz. To simplify 
our analysis, we ignore these opera tors  and t rea t  the  query 
as a four-word query  conta ining the  words host, xx, yy, and 
Z Z .  

The  user can control aspects  of the  search in ways other  
than  modifying the  query. For instance,  a pul l-down menu  
allows the  user to restr ict  result  pages only to pages in a 
par t icular  language. In the  advanced search, an input  box 
allows the  user to restr ict  the  results  to pages last modified 
on a certain date, or wi thin  a range of dates. 

After  a query  is entered and the  various o ther  restric- 
t ions processed, Al taVis ta  re turns  a screen consist ing of 10 
URLs,  wi th  informat ion about  each U R L  such as the  title. 
These URLs  are ranked in order  of relevance to the  query, as 
de te rmined  by Al taVis ta ' s  internal  relevance function.  The  
user may  click on any U R L  to explore the  associated web 
page. In addit ion,  the  user may  click on navigat ion  bu t tons  
to explore other  screens of URLs.  By clicking on "3," for 
instance, the  user would be taken to result  screen 3, which 
has the  the 21st-30th most  relevant  URLs.  Note  this differs 
from some other  search engines, where the  user can j u m p  to 
only the  next  10 or previous 10 relevant  URLs  at any t ime. 

2.2 The Altavlsta Query Log 

The  Al taVis ta  query  log has m a n y  components ,  only some 
of which concern us here. The  query  10g is a t ex t  file con- 
sisting of a series of requests. A request  may  consist of a 
new query or a new result  screen for a previously submi t t ed  
query. Each request  includes the  following fields: 

• A t i m e s t a m p  indicat ing when the  query  was submit -  
ted. The  t i m e s t a m p  is measured  in mill iseconds since 
1 January  1970. 

• A c o o k i e ,  which can be used to say whether  two queries 
come from the  same user (this field is blank if the  user 
has disabled cookies); 

• The  q u e r y  t erms ,  exact ly  as submi t ted ;  

• The  bf  result  screen, tha t  is the  reques ted  range of 
search results; 

• Other  u s e r - s p e c i f i e d  m o d i f i e r s ,  such as a restr ict ion 
on the  result  pages'  language or da te  of last modifica-  
tion; 

• S u b m i s s i o n  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  such as whe ther  the  query 
is a simple or advanced query;  and 

• S u b m i t t e r  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  such as the  browser the  
submi t t e r  is using and the  IP  address of the  submi t t ing  
host. 

2.3 Sessions 

A session is a series of queries by a single user m a d e  wi th in  
a small  range of time. A session is mean t  to cap ture  a single 
user 's  a t t emp t  to fill a single informat ion need. By focusing 

on a single user, we a t t e m p t  to separa te  two informat ion  
needs being asked at the  same time; by l imit ing the  t ime  
gaps in a session, we a t t e m p t  to separa te  two informat ion  
needs by the  same user asked at different t imes. 

The  use of cookies is integral  to ident ifying sessions, be- 
cause in theory  every user has a unique  cookie. In actual  use 
the  s i tua t ion  is not  as clear cut:  different people using the  
same browser will share  a cookie, and some users disallow 
cookies al together .  The  former  s i tuat ion is not  damaging  for 
identifying sessions, since it is unlikely two separa te  users 
will be using the  same browser simultaneously.  

For those queries in which the  user has disallowed cook- 
ies, we use the  pair  "domain  I P / w e b  browser used" as a 
subs t i tu te  for the  cookie. This  is a poor  subs t i tu te  for cook- 
ies, par t icular ly  for large ISPs such as AOL, where tens of 
thousands  of users can share a single IP  address. Over  96% 
of all queries in our exper iments  have cookie information,  
however,  so even a poor  subs t i tu te  d iscr iminator  of users is 
unlikely to bias the  results. To ensure a lack of bias, we ran 
our  exper iments  on two da ta  sets: the  full da t a  set, and a 
d a t a  set res t r ic ted only to those queries wi th  cookie infor- 
mat ion.  The  results  in bo th  cases were very similar, so we 
repor t  only the  exper iments  per formed on the  full da t a  set. 

In addi t ion  to identifying unique  users, a good sessioning 
a lgor i thm has to de te rmine  when a query  s tar ts  a new infor- 
ma t ion  need. We use the  heurist ic  tha t  queries for a single 
informat ion  need come clustered in t ime,  and then  there  is 
a gap before the  user re turns  to the  search engine. We used 
a cutoff  of 5 minutes .  This  means  tha t  as a user is enter- 
ing queries, as long as the  latest  query  is submi t t ed  within  
five minutes  of the  previous query  from tha t  user, the  new 
query is pa r t  of the  same session. If the  gap is more than  5 
minutes ,  the  new query s tar ts  a new session. 

Since in real i ty a user may  t ry  to fill two informat ion 
needs in one sit t ing, our session-identification heurist ic  al- 
most  cer ta in ly  underes t imates  the  t rue  number  of sessions. 

2.4 The Query Log Data Set 

Much of this paper  is devoted  to explor ing the  characteris-  
tics of the  da t a  set we studied; this in t roduc tory  section is 
in tended  merely  to give an in t roduct ion  to the  data.  

The  da t a  set is summar ized  in Table 1. Already a few 
issues are apparent .  For instance,  fully 15% of all requests  
were e m p t y  requests ,  i.e. requests  containing no query  terms.  
Two thi rds  of these are cases were users of the  Al taVis ta  
advance query  service not  unders tand ing  how to fill in the  
form. Of  the  non-empty  requests,  32% consisted of a re- 
quest  for a new result  screen, while 68% (the 575,244,993 
non -empty  queries) consisted of a request  for the  first result  
screen of a new query. 

The  queries were collected over 43 days, f rom 2 Augus t  
1998 to 13 Sep tember  1998. They  include all the  queries 
submi t t ed  to the  main  (US) Al taVis ta  search engine over 
this t ime  period. 

2.5 Experimental Setup 

Our  exper iments  were per formed on a C o m p a q  AlphaServer  
4100 wi th  four 465 MHz. processors and 4 gigabytes  of main  
memory,  runn ing  O S F  V4.0b. All code was compiled using 
gcc  2 . 7 . 2  and compi led  wi th  t h e  -06 opt imiza t ion  option. 
The  exper iments  took about  22 hours of wall clock t ime  to 
run. The  dupl icates  analysis of Sect ion 3.2, because of its 
large m e m o r y  requi rement ,  was done separate ly  from the  
rest of the  exper iments ;  it took 18 addi t ional  hours of wall 
clock t ime  to run. 



Table 1: Statistics summarizing the query log contents used in our experiments. Empty  requests had no query terms. A 
request consists of either a new query or a new requested result screen. Exact-same-as-before requests had the same query 
and requested result page as the previous request. The total number of unique, non-empty queries gives the cardinality of 
the set consisting of all queries. 

Total number of requests: 
Total number of non-empty requests: 
Total number of non-empty queries: 
Total number of unique, non-empty queries: 
Total number of sessions: 
Total number of exact-same-as-before requests: 

993,208,159 
843,445,731 
575,244,993 
153,645,050 
285,474,117 

41,922,802 

3 First-order Analysis of Queries 

First-order analysis of queries consists of all analysis that  
involves counting only single items, such as the frequency 
of query terms or the number of times a query has more 
than 20 result screens requested for it. This is in contrast 
to second-order analysis, which requires counting pairs of 
items, such as the number of times the terms computer and 
f r e e  occur in the same query. 

The first-order analysis we performed falls into two cat- 
egories: analysis of individual queries, and analysis of how 
queries are modified throughout sessions. 

3.1 Analysis of Individual Queries 

One contrast that  was noted early in the history of web 
search is that  searches on the web tend to have many fewer 
search terms than searches in more traditional information 
retrieval contexts [Jansen et al., 1998]. Though the gap has 
narrowed over time, as we see in Table 2 the number of 
words per query is still small on average (2.35). The same 
average query length was found by [Jansen et al., 1998]. 

The number of operators used per query is also small, as 
is seen in Figure 3. One interesting note is that  the max- 
imum number of operators in a query is higher than the 
maximum number of terms found in a query. We at tr ibute 
this to queries with a large number of dashes, which we inter- 
pret as operators in this context. Such a query could result 
from a user cutting text from another source and pasting it 
into the AltaVista search box. 

3.2 Analysis of Query Duplicates 

A different type of question concerning queries is how often 
an individual query is asked. We conjectured that  a small set 
of queries is repeated many times over the course of a day. 
Indeed our data shows that  the 25 most common queries 
form fully 1.5% of the total number of queries asked in a 43 
day period, despite being only 0.00000016% of the unique 
queries. We give a listing of the 25 most frequent queries 
in Table 4. Note that  uppercase and lowercase queries were 
not collapsed in the table. 

One surprising result is the frequency of the term apple t .  
Examination of the logs shows that  almost all queries con- 
taining the term were submitted by a robot. 

In Table 5 we show part of a histogram of query dupli- 
cation; that  is, what percent of queries are asked only once, 
what percent are asked twice, and so forth. Counts are over 
all 43 days that  we studied. We classified two queries as 
being the same if they had the same words with the same 
capitalization. (AltaVista is case sensitive.) We ignored 
word order and operators. That  fact that  almost two-thirds 

of all queries are asked only once in a 6 week period indi- 
cates that  information needs on the web are quite diverse, 
or at least are specified in diverse ways. 

Determining query duplication is expensive because it 
requires storing each unique query. For our analysis, with 
over a hundred million unique queries, it is infeasible to store 
each query in memory." Instead, we stored a one word finger- 
print of each query, which is merely a hash value. We then 
stored the small fingerprint in a hashtable. This allowed us 
to count the frequency of each query but would not let us 
later say which queries were the most common. Therefore, 
when a query was seen more than 1000 times, we stored 
a map from the query to the fingerprint. Since almost all 
queries are asked only once, this reduced the memory re- 
quirement significantly. 

Each fingerprint is 32 bits, so even with a hundred million 
queries it is unlikely two queries will have the same finger- 
print value. Nevertheless, we possibly undercount slightly 
the number of unique queries, and overcount slightly the 
frequency of some queries, because of fingerprint collisions. 

3.3 Analysis of Sessions 

One of the most striking observation about sessions is most 
of them are very short. Fully 63.7% of all sessions consist 
of only one request: meaning only one query was entered 
and only one result screen was examined. Our analysis, un- 
fortunately, does not enable us to determine how many of 
these simple sessions are so short because the information 
need was fulfilled so easily, because the user gave up in de- 
spair after seeing a single screen of results, or because the 
user was unaware of the usefulness of modifying the query 
or requesting further result screens. Furthermore, we miss 
those cases where the user modified the query after the 5 
minute session t imeout had expired. 

Tables 6 and 7 reinforce the idea that  sessions are often 
simple. However, on occasion a single query is modified hun- 
dreds of thousands of times, or thousands of result screens 
are requested. These numbers - -  like the large count for 
the term app le t  in Section 3.2- are likely due to robots or 
other automatic search agents. We found that  the average 
number of queries per session is 2.02 and the average screens 
per query is 1.39. Jansen et al. [Jansen et al., 1998] report 
the average number of queries per session of 2.8, and average 
number of screens per query of 2.21. We expect the differ- 
ence is due to differing definitions of "session": Jansen et al. 
did not seem to "time out" a session, nor do they mention 
using a technique for distinguishing individual users from 
other agents, such as proxies, that  have unique cookies. It 
is also possible that  Excite users differ from AltaVista users, 
or that  Excite 's relatively short query log was not represen- 
tative. 



Table 2: Statistics concerning the number of terms per query. Only distinct queries were used in the count; queries with many 
result screen requests were not upweighted. The mean and standard deviation are calculated only over queries with at least 
one term. 

0 terms in query: 20.6% 
1 term in query: 25.8% 
2 terms in query: 26.0% 
3 terms in query: 15.0% 
> 3 terms in query: 12.6% 

max terms in query: 393 
avg terms in query: 2.35 
stddev of terms in query: 1.74 

Table 3: Statistics concerning the number of operators - -  +, -, and, or, not,  and near  - -  per query. Only distinct queries 
were used in the count; queries with many result screen requests were not upweighted. 

0 operators in query: 79.6% max operators: 958 
1 operator in query: 9.7% avg operators: 0.41 
2 operators in query: 6.0% stddev of operators: 1.11 
3 operators in query: 2.6% 
> 3 operators in query: 2.1% 

Table 4: The 25 most popular queries, and how often they were asked in the 43 day test period. Only distinct queries were 
used in the count; queries with many result screen requests were not upweighted, p**** is a vulgarity. 

Query Frequency 
sex 1551477 
applet 1169031 
porno 712790 
mp3 613902 
c h a t  406014 
warez 398953 
yahoo 377025 
playboy 356556 
xxx 324923 
ho tmai l  321267 
[non-ASCII query] 263760 
pamela anderson 256559 
p**** 234037 
s e x o  226705 
porn 212161 
nude 190641 
Iolita 179629 
games 166781 
spice girls 162272 
beastiality 152143 
animal sex 150786 
SEX 150699 
gay 142761 
titanic 140963 
bestiality 136578 

Table 5: Statistics concerning how often distinct queries are asked. Only distinct queries were used in the count; queries with 
many result screen requests were not upweighted. Percents are of the 154 million unique queries. 

Query occurs 1 time: 63.7% 
Query occurs 2 times: 16.2% 
Query occurs 3 times: 6.5% 
Query occurs > 3 times: 13.6% 

max query frequency: 1,551,477 
avg query frequency: 3.97 
stddev of query freq: 221.31 



Table 6: Statistics concerning the characteristics of query modification in sessions. 

1 query per session: 77.6% 
2 queries per session: 13.5% 
3 queries per session: 4.4% 
> 3 queries per session: 4.5% 

max queries per session: 172325 
avg queries per session: 2.02 
stddev of queries/session: 123.40 

Table 7: Statistics concerning the characteristics of result screen requests in sessions. 

1 screen per query: 85.2% 
2 screens per query: 7.5% 
3 screens per query: 3.0% 
> 3 screens per query: 4.3% 

max screens per query: 78496 
(2nd most screens: 5108) 
avg screens per query: 1.39 
stddev of screens/query: 3.74 

For those situations where a query is modified, we see in 
Table 8 that  in about 12% of the cases the query is mod- 
ified by either adding or deleting terms or operators. In 
this situation, it is likely the user is satisfied with how the 
information need is expressed, but the query is either too 
specific or not specific enough. Even when adding a word, a 
user may be trying to restrict the search space rather than 
broaden it, since often the word is added with a - operator, 
with the goal of removing non-relevant pages that  share a 
common word. 

In over half the cases, some query terms are deleted from 
the query and other terms added. In these cases it is likely 
the user is modifying the query not to change the scope of 
the query, but to restate the information need. 

Over a third of the cases result in the a total change, 
where no word is shared between the two modifications. 
These may result in the information need being refined or 
even changed on the basis of information gleaned in the first 
search. In some cases, a total change may result from im- 
properly identifying sessions. Unfortunately we don't  know 
how many times this occurs. 

4 Second-order Analysis of Queries 

Second-order analysis of queries is analysis that  requires 
joint counts, that  is, counts for pairs of items in the same 
query. Unlike first-order analysis, which requires only linear 
space in the quantity being counted, second-order analysis 
requires quadratic space. Because of this, we limit our at- 
tention to query terms and fields for second-order analysis, 
and furthermore we limit ourselves to the 10,000 most com- 
mon terms found in queries. (We include all field values, 
since there are only a small number). Because of these re- 
strictions, the memory requirement does not grow with the 
size of the data set, and it is possible to do second-order 
analysis on large data. 

Our second-order analysis consists of finding correlations 
between items, where an i tem is either a query term, such as 
"new york", or a field value, such as language=fr  (which in- 
dicates the user specified only pages written in French should 
be returned). In addition to studying 2-way correlation, we 
devise a method for augmenting our correlation analysis to 
find 3- and 4-way correlations, while keeping the space use 
quadratic. 

Since we limit our at tention to the 10,000 most common 
terms, many queries become empty because they contain 
only rarer terms. We limit our attention only to queries 

with at least one term in the top 10,000 - -  for this data set, 
313,454,867 distinct queries. 

4.1 The Chi-squared Test for Correlation 

While in reality queries consist of items, for the purpose of 
discussing correlation we consider the dual formulation that  
items decide whether or not to be in queries. Intuitively, 
if one item is found in nl  fraction of queries and another, 
unrelated item in n2 fraction, we would expect them both to 
occur together in nln2 fraction of queries. If the actual co- 
occurrence percent deviates significantly from this expected 
value, we must question the assumption that  the two items 
are independent of one another. 

This intuition is captured formally in the chi-squared 
statistic [Agresti, 1990]: 

x2(a,b) = [E(ab) - O(ab)] 2 [E(~b) - O(~b)] 2 
E(ab) + E(~b) + 

[E(ab) -- O(ab)] 2 -4- [E(~b) - O(~b)] 2 

E(ab) E(~b) 

In this formula, O(ab) is the number of queries in which 
items a and b co-occur. E(ab) is the expected number 
of queries in which they co-occur, under the independence 
assumption. As mentioned above, E(ab) = O(a)O(b)/n,  
where n is the total number of queries. O(~) is the number 
of queries in which a does not occur. 

The X 2 value has a chi-squared distribution. (In par- 
ticular, for boolean data it has a chi-squared distribution 
with one degree of freedom.) Looking up values for the chi- 
squared distribution in a table, we see that  only 5% of the 
time does the X 2 value exceed 3.84 if the" variables are ac- 
tually independent. Therefore, if we see X 2 > 3.84, we say 
that  a and b are correlated at the 95% confidence level. 

4.2 The Correlation Coefficient 

While the chi-squared test can detect the presence of cor- 
relation, it cannot judge its strength. For instance, if two 
items are actually correlated, their X 2 value will grow as n, 
the size of the data, grows. The correlation coe~icient, p, is 
typically used to measure the strength of correlation. It is 
defined as follows: 

(E,(A, - #~) (S ,  - #b)) 
p(a,b) = 

l0  



Table 8: How queries are modified within a session. 

Adding terms: 7.1% 
Deleting terms: 3.1% 
Modifying operators only: 1.4% 
Totally changing the query: 35.2% 
Otherwise modifying query terms: 53.2% 

(Adding one term: 5.~0) 
(Deleting one term: 2.1~) 
(operators everywhere: 0.~ ~o) 

where #a is the mean value of item a (that is, O(a) /n ) ,  a~ 2 is 
the variance of a, and Ai is 1 if and only if query i contains 
a. The denominator is a scaling factor that  keeps p between 
- 1  and 1. For boolean data, p will equal 0 if A and B are 
independent, 1 if they are perfectly correlated, and - 1  if 
they are perfectly negatively correlated. 

The correlation coefficient is important  for data mining 
applications because there is often enough data to find weak 
but significant correlations. The correlation coefficient can 
help the analyst concentrate on those correlations that  are 
strong enough to make an impact. For instance, suppose 
that once a year a user enters a query volcano baklava, 
but otherwise the two terms are independent. With enough 
data, the chi-squared test will (correctly) say there is a corre- 
lation, but the correlation coefficient will be low, indicating 
that the correlation is weak. An analyst would be wise not 
to change policy based on this correlation. 

It is clear, then, that X 2 and p are complementary mea- 
sures, and one does not supersede the other. With "too 
little" data, X 2 will be low but p can be high; with "too 
much" data, X 2 can be high even in cases where p is near 
zero. 

Despite the differing roles of X ~ and p, for boolean data 
such as we have for query log analysis, the two are related. 
In particular, 

2 2 
X = n x p .  

This relationship means that for boolean data, the strongest 
correlations are also the most likely to be true correlations 
rather than statistical anomalies. For mining query logs, 
this is an important fact, because with over 10,000 items 
there are more than 100 million statistical tests being done. 
Even at the 95% confidence level, there will likely be made 
millions of false judgements of correlation. Concentrating 
on items with correlation coefficient above 0.2, however, the 
expected number of false judgements is less than one. 

4.3 Results for Two-way Correlation 

We calculated correlation between items, consisting of 10,000 
terms and 662 field values. Field values are boolean items 
of the form f i e ld=va lue .  For instance, domain=nl is an 
item in all queries emanating from the Netherlands. After 
throwing out trivial correlations, such as domain=nl being 
negatively correlated with domain=kr, we were left with 110 
correlated pairs. Some of these are displayed in Table 9. 

One interesting pattern found in the highly correlated 
pairs is that  the most highly correlated items are constituents 
of phrases. This indicates there are many situations where 
users are not using the " operator to tell AltaVista that  the 
separate words constitute a single term. 

One phrase that contributes to three of the entries in 
Table 9 is "Buffy the Vampire Slayer," a TV show. While 
presumably most queries containing one of these words con- 
tained all three, buffy and s l a y e r  are more highly corre- 
lated than pairs containing vampire. This is because terms 

like buffy and slayer are unlikely to occur in queries in 
other contexts, making the correlation strong. However, 
there are likely many queries concerning vampires but  not 
the TV show, making the correlation less strong in this case. 

One of the most frequent of the highly correlated queries 
is between w w w  and com. The fact that www a n d  corn are 
highly correlated is hardly surprising; both often occur in 
a URL and neither is likely to be a common query term in 
other contexts. This is an extreme example of the general 
fact that  text is naturally correlated. 

The correlation between people from Korea querying and 
asking for result pages in Korean is hardly surprising. As 
mentioned before, the term apple t  is often queried by a 
robot, which explains the correlation between the word "ap- 
plet" and requesting a date-restricted set of pages. 

One interesting set of correlations concern "referred" user~ 
which are users sent to AltaVista by an AltaVista partner, 
rather than those who typed in the URL explicitly or came 
from a bookmark. These users are correlated highly with 
sessions with many modifications, perhaps indicating these 
users spend more time than most modifying their query. 
They are also particularly likely to "restart" their queries, 
meaning they enter a query with no terms in common with 
their previous query. This may indicate users sent to A1- 
taVista to fill one information need get distracted and try 
to fill others as well. Another possible explanation for both 
data points is that  cookie information does not get for- 
warded from all the referring sites, meaning we are misiden- 
tifying sessions in this case. 

A final, unsurprising result is that the term the is corre- 
lated with long queries. It is likely that queries containing 
such a contentless word are natural language queries. 

4.4 Results for Three- and Four-way Correlation 

If a pair of items is correlated, then by definition all super- 
sets of that pair are correlated as well. Therefore, to find 
correlations involving more than two items, it is necessary to 
find pairs of items that  are uncorrelated. In the case of text 
this is difficult, since text is naturally correlated. Therefore, 
typical methods of finding large correlated sets have proven 
unsuccessful for mining queries in query logs. 

In order to find these larger correlations, we implemented 
a heuristic that  "phrasifies" highly correlated terms. In this 
case, we took the 1000 item pairs with the largest (positive) 
correlation coefficient, as determined from the analysis in 
the Section 4.3. For each pair, we constructed a new term 
consisting of that  pair of items. A query contains the new 
term only if it contains both items in the pair. Effectively, 
we are pretending the correlation coefficient of the pair of 
items is 1 - -  meaning they only occur together - -  so the 
correlation of the pair with a third item is equal to the cor- 
relation of the pair with either of the items individually. In 
reality, since the correlation of the pair is less than 1, we ap- 
proximate but  underestimate the true correlation between 
the three items. 
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Table 9: Some highly correlated pairs of items. The da ta  set consists of about 10,000 items and 313,000,000 queries. 

Term A Term B 
cindy crawford 
persian kitty 
pamela anderson 
visual basic 
www h t t p  
bu f fy  slayer 
slayer vampire 
bu f fy  vampire 
lang=ko domain=kr 
date=restricted applet 
referred=yes sessmodlen=4+ 
referred=yes sessmod=restart 
the qwords=6+ 

Count together ( O( A B  ) ) p 
118558 0.7098 

75716 0.6830 
453467 0.6451 
177971 0.6325 

2355010 0.3862 
12340 0.3989 
13640 0.3088 
12986 0.2766 

1030416 0.7281 
1165565 0.7273 

76257842 0.6388 
46359290 0.5482 

2417838 0.1886 

Table 10: Some highly correlated items. By "phrasifying" highly correlated pairs - -  represented by "(wordl, word2)," - -  we 
obtain sets of three and four highly correlated items. The da ta  set consists of about  10,000 items and 244,000,000 queries. 

Term A 
( l i n k s ,  k i t t y )  
(www, h t t p )  
(harvard, business) 
(used, car) 
(bluemountain, com) 
(anderson, lee) 
(ibm, video) 
(persian, kitty) 

Term S 
(persian, adult) 
(http, com) 
review 
(used, prices) 
(www, bluemountain) 
(pamela, lee) 
(highlander, newsgroups) 
(persian, links) 

Count together (O(AB))  p 
40375 0.9438 

127783 0.9353 
12554 0.9215 
24702 0.8988 
36722 0.8871 

105208 0.7375 
5261 0.5037 

45322 0.4687 

By repeating the same analysis as was done in Section 4.3 
with the 1000 new items, we can find triples of items tha t  
are correlated, or even sets of four if two pairs are correlated. 
The results are shown in Table 10. Most of the 3- and 4- 
way correlations involve phrases with three and four words 
in them, such as "Harvard Business Review" and "Persian 
Ki t ty  adult  links." A connection such as "IBM video" and 
"highlander newsgroups" seems more obscure, and indeed 
the low frequency indicates it is probably the result of a 
small number of users repeatedly modifying a query with 
these four words as the base. 

For multi-word phrases, the choice of word grouping can 
affect the correlation score. For instance, (pe r s i an ,  k i t t y ,  
adu l t ,  l i n k s )  has a fairly weak correlation when one of 
the pairs is (pe r s ian ,  k i t t y ) .  This is because the phrase 
p e r s i a n  k i t t y  is often asked alone, as a single two-word 
query; it therefore correlated relatively weakly with a d u l t  
and l i n k s .  On the other hand, the pairs ( k i t t y ,  l i n k s )  
and (pe r s i an ,  adu l t )  obviously each only occur when the 
full query p e r s i a n  k i t t y  a d u l t  l i n k s  is entered. 

Similary, (www, bluemountain,  corn) is only correlated 
when considering the pairs in Table 10. The correlation 
between bluemounta in  and (www, corn) is very low. 

Given these observations, it makes sense to consider a 
tr iple of words to be correlated only if all 3 pairwise part i-  
tions of the words yield strong correlations. 

5 Conclusions and Further Research 

In this paper  we presented an analysis of an AltaVis ta  query 
log containing almost 1 billion entries. We confirmed the 

conjecture tha t  an average web user differs significantly from 
the user model assumed by the information retrieval com- 
munity. Surprisingly, for 85% of the queries only the first 
result screen is viewed, and 77% of the sessions contain only 
1 query, i.e., the queries were not modified in these sessions. 

In the correlation analysis we considered the queries of 
all users and found the strongest correlations resulted from 
short queries tha t  were actually single-term phrase queries. 
For future work it might be interesting to restrict the corre- 
lation analysis to long queries, with for instance more than  
ten terms, in hopes of finding correlations between concepts 
rather  than merely terms. 

Our analysis did not distinguish between requests issued 
by humans and requests issued by robots. In some cases, 
robot- ini t ia ted queries in the Al taVis ta  logs resulted in a 
number of seemingly bizarre results. I t  is impossible for us 
to judge how much au tomated  search techniques skewed the 
results of this study. I t  would be interesting to repeat  the 
analysis with the request from robots  discarded, assuming 
a method could be found to distinguish requests by robots 
from requests by humans. 
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